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ToolCare® 2.1  
Tool management by FRAISA  



•	 	Computer-aided	monitoring		
of	minimum	inventory	levels

•	 	Automated	reordering	process		
thanks	to	a	special	e-solution	

•	 	Detailed	reporting		
on	tool	consumption
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More productive with ToolCare® 2.1    
The new tool management system



•	 	Computer-aided	monitoring		
of	minimum	inventory	levels

•	 	Automated	reordering	process		
thanks	to	a	special	e-solution	

•	 	Detailed	reporting		
on	tool	consumption
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Service that pays

Optimum quality, innovative products 
and a comprehensive range of services 
define the range of services available 
from FRAISA – for maximum customer 
advantage. In this context, our service 
tools are not just supplements, but 
offer tangible and verifiable advantages 
to our customers, which literally  
“pay off”.

All under control with  
ToolCare® 2.1

Productivity in your company can be 
significantly increased with ToolCare® 2.1, 
the new and comprehensive tool ma-
nagement system from FRAISA. To this 
end, our computer-aided, fully automa-
ted tool management system provides 
you with your individually selected 
range of tools.  

With ToolCare® 2.1, the tools utilized 
in the production facility can be stored 
in a clearly organized manner, and 
efficiently managed. The FRAISA tool 
cabinet has labeled drawers and tools 
to ensure secure, clean and orderly 
storage of your equipment at all times. 
Errors are thus avoided and work pro-
cesses accelerated.

Web-based Version 2.1 for 
even more options

The new Version 2.1 additionally offers 
even more options, thanks to the ma-
nagement of the tools via the computer 
cloud solution: The web-based monito-
ring of minimum inventory levels, with 
fully automated reordering of tools, 
ensures that the tools required for the 
production process are always available.

The web-based system allows an over-
view of inventory levels to be viewed at 
any time via the internet. Total trans-
parency regarding tool consumption 
and hence the associated costs is thus 
guaranteed at all times. The automated 
reordering process also significantly 
reduces procurement costs.

Your advantage  
with ToolCare® 2.1:

•	 	Orderly,	clean	and	secure	storage	
of all cutting tools: sources of er-
ror are thus minimized and work 
processes optimized.

•	 	Precise	overview	of	inventory	
levels and order requirements: 
therefore no more downtime  
as a result of missing tools.

•	 	Fewer	man-hours	required	for	
reordering and managing tools: 
hence lower costs and greater 
productivity.

•	 	Total	transparency	regarding	tool	
consumption at all times: hence 
optimized cost control and plan-
ning reliability.

•	 	Optimized	tool	storage:	hence a 
reduction in capital commitment 
and inventory value. Only the 
tools actually in use are paid for.

•	 	Comprehensive	tool	manage-
ment for new tools, used tools 
and resharpened tools: hence 
optimum use of resources.

SUMMARY:
ToolCare® 2.1 creates  
reliability, ensures trans-
parency, saves time and 
reduces costs. 

Result:
Greater productivity and 
increased efficiency.

The FRAISA ToolCare® 2.1 tool management system offers 
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One system – many advantages:    
ToolCare® 2.1 in detail

Operating the tool management system 
is user-friendly, fast and intuitive, even in 
24/7 continuous operation. 
 

Tools that are to be used only need  
to be swiped over the fixed scanner  
installed. All data can be comfortably 
read off from the 24“ TFT monitor. 
 

The individual user data and authoriza-
tions can optionally be read in with a 
single hand movement using RFID chip 
technology. 

User-friendly

The clearly organized overview of 
inventory levels can be accessed at any 
time via the internet, displaying order 
requirements. The inventory process is 
made easier.

Structured
The automated tool-ordering process 
reduces the time and personnel costs 
associated with the reordering and ma-
nagement of tools.

Efficient
The computer-aided monitoring of mi-
nimum inventory levels with automated 
reordering of tools prevents downtime 
resulting from missing tools. Productivity 
is increased.

Productive 
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ToolCare® 2.1 is a web-based software 
application, and can therefore be used 
from any computer with the appropriate 
internet access and login data. The tool 
data are likewise securely stored on 
external servers.

Cloud-based

The ordering and storage of tools from 
other manufacturers can be performed 
directly through the FRAISA ToolCare® 2.1 
system.

Flexible

All tools are clearly sorted in a single  
cabinet at a single location.

Clearly organized

Even tools resharpened by FRAISA and 
tools from other suppliers can be effort-
lessly integrated using ToolCare® 2.1.  
All in a single system.

Integrated

In contrast to other solutions, the new 
type of cloud solution is not prone to 
faults. The loss of data is literally  
impossible. 

In addition, ToolCare® 2.1 ensures fast 
support thanks to direct access for  
FRAISA Service.

Secure
Thanks to regular, detailed reporting  
according to a wide range of criteria, e.g. 
on an employee-specific or job-specific 
basis, transparency is guaranteed at all 
times regarding tool consumption. 

The tool costs can be clearly correlated 
to the cost centers. This facilitates the 
planning of future orders.

Transparent

ToolCare® 2.1 customers receive exclusive 
information and a reservation for a place 
at the seminars in the FRAISA ToolSchool.

Exclusive

From automatic drawers to individually 
lockable tools compartments, ToolCare® 
2.1 offers even more ways to improve 
the work process.

Electronics
ToolCare®  2.1
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This module facilitates the storage and 
management of „non-FRAISA tools“. 
Customers can also benefit from all the 
advantages of the FRAISA tool manage-
ment system (e.g. preventing downtime, 
saving costs through automated ordering 
and inventory management) for tools 
from other suppliers.

Management of 
third-party tools4

This module enables electronically cont-
rolled access to LISTA cabinets with au-
tomatic drawers (LISTA Drawer Control, 
LDC) and to cabinets with individually 
lockable tool compartments (LISTA LPC). 
LISTA cabinets are sold to order and built 
in line with each individual customer’s 
own specific size requirements.

Electronic access  
control of the  
tool cabinets 5

This module supports the management 
of used tools that are still fit for use. The 
system helps you choose tools by listing 
the used tools that are available.

Management  
of used tools 3

The management of the tools takes place here using a cloud-
based system solution from ToolCare® 2.1. Customers can 
access their tool management system from any available com-
puter. Minimum inventory levels are subject to computer-aided 
monitoring, and tools are automatically reordered. Resharpened 
tools by FRAISA can also be managed using this system. An 
overview of inventory levels can be accessed via the internet. 
The evaluation statistics can be adapted to meet company-
specific requirements.

Basic module –  
electronic tool management21

The FRAISA tools are stored in a chest of drawers manufactured 
by Lista. The tools are supplied to the customer as a consignment 
inventory, and controlled by FRAISA.

Basic equipment

The ToolCare® 2.1 tool management 
system is modular and comprises 
various performance stages.  
The modules build on one another so 
that customers can add further modu-
les to existing ones in order to match 
the functional scope of ToolCare® 2.1 
to their own specific requirements.

Basic Options
Scope of performance

1Module 2Module 3Module 4Module 5Module

The range of services supplied by FRAISA 
Flexible to meet special requirements
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ToolCare® 2.1 helps companies reduce 
costs and increase productivity. 

ToolCare® 2.1 minimizes process and 
personnel costs, and optimizes work 
processes.

It reduces capital commitment, as it is 
only necessary to pay for the tools that 
are actually being used. 

Ask your FRAISA representative, 
how much you can save with  
ToolCare® 2.1.

Calculate the  
cost savings
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passion
for precision You also find us at: 

facebook.com/fraisagroup 
youtube.com/fraisagroup

Here, you will be provided 
with further information 
on the FRAISA Group.

The fastest way to  
our E-Shop can be  
found here.

FRAISA USA, Inc.  
711 5th Street SW, Suite 1 I New Brighton, MN 55112
Phone: (651) 636 84 88 I Fax: (651) 636 85 88 
mail: info@fraisausa.com I fraisa.com I


